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RECOMMENDATION FOR INVOLUNTARY REASSIGNMENT, REATTACHMENT, AND/OR RECLASSIFICATION
(For use of this form see AR 601-1; the proponent agency is USAREC)
RANK:
Last 4-digit SSN:
PMOS:
NAME:
RA/AGR:
UNIT:
I recommend the Soldier listed above for involuntary action under the provisions of AR 601-1, chapter 5, as shown below.
ACTION
Reassignment (RA)
Reattachment (AGR)
Reclassification (PMOS 79R Only)
Removal of SQI "4" (Non-PMOS 79R)
CATEGORY OF INVOLUNTARY REASSIGNMENT OR REATTACHMENT
(select one)
(select one)
(select one)
(select one)
(select one)
Unqualified (AR 601-1, para 5-4)
Ineffective (AR 601-1, para 5-5b)
Unsuitable (AR 601-1, para 5-6)
Involuntary Without Prejudice (AR 601-1, para 5-11)
The basis for this action is contained on USAREC Form 601-1.2 and the attachments at page
through page
. I agree with the determination that
further training, counseling, guidance, and supervision will not correct the Soldier's inability to be successful and permit continued service on recruiting
duty.
ADDRESSING OF REBUTTAL STATEMENT
I have reviewed your rebuttal dated
and address it below:
PROMOTION INFORMATION
Soldier is not on a current recommended promotion list.
Soldier is on a current recommended promotion list. I will
will not
initiate action under AR 600-8-19 or AR 140-158 as shown below:
SUSPENSION OF FAVORABLE PERSONNEL ACTIONS
Soldier is not in contravention of AR 600-8-2.
Soldier is in contravention of AR 600-8-2. Explanation and status:
PERFORMANCE OF RECRUITING DUTIES
Soldier is performing recruiting duties pending involuntary reassignment.
Soldier is performing the following duties at the following location pending involuntary reassignment:
SUSPENSION FROM RECRUITING DUTIES
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS - UNQUALIFIED, PARA 5-4
(check all that apply)
Soldier is not suspended and is therefore entitled to SDAP.
Soldier is suspended and is not therefore entitled to SDAP. SDAP terminated on
(date).
USAREC Form 601-1.3, 1 MAY 2014
THIS FORM REPLACES the UF 1272
Supporting documents (medical statement, financial statements, etc.,) (may include records of counseling). (Required.)
Enlisted Records Brief (ERB). (Required.)
A
CAP counseling completion certificate or declination statement received. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
Separation health assessment. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
DD Form 93. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
SGLI. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
A
SK screenshot (DRF) or assignment preference screenshot (79R).
Rebuttal statement (if submitted separately).
SDAP termination orders (RA) or recommendation to terminate SDAP (AGR) (if chain of command terminated SDAP).
A
ssignment limitation considerations (permanent profiles, exceptional family member documentation).
DA Form 268, Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions (if Soldier is flagged).
NAME AND TITLE:
SIGNATURE:
DATE:
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS - INEFFECTIVE, PARA 5-5b
Training documents from Recruiter Handbook (to include records of counseling). (Required.)
Enlisted Records Brief (ERB). (Required.)
A
CAP counseling completion certificate or declination statement received. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
Separation health assessment. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
DD Form 93. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
SGLI. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
A
SK screenshot (DRF) or assignment preference screenshot (79R).
Rebuttal statement (if submitted separately).
SDAP termination orders (RA) or recommendation to terminate SDAP (AGR) (if chain of command terminated SDAP).
A
ssignment limitation considerations (permanent profiles, exceptional family member documentation).
DA Form 268, Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions (if Soldier is flagged).
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS -
PARA 5-6
UNSUITABLE,
Supporting documents (counselings, Article 15s, other documents supporting recommendation for action). (Required.)
Enlisted Records Brief (ERB). (Required.)
A
CAP counseling completion certificate or declination statement received. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
Separation health assessment. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
DD Form 93. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
SGLI. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
A
SK screenshot (DRF) or assignment preference screenshot (79R).
Rebuttal statement for relief and REFRAD requests for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.
SDAP termination orders (RA) or recommendation to terminate SDAP (AGR) (if chain of command terminated SDAP).
A
ssignment limitation considerations (permanent profiles, exceptional family member documentation).
DA Form 268, Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions (if Soldier is flagged).
Consideration for separation under AR 635-200, paragraph 14-12, only for those cases involving 5-6b reliefs.
Statement addressing relief for cause NCOER. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
USAREC Form 601-1.3, 1 MAY 2014 (Reverse)
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS - INVOLUNTARY REASSIGNMENT OR REATTACHMENT WITHOUT PREJUDICE, PARA 5-11
Supporting documents (counseling why Soldier requires action). (Required.)
Enlisted Records Brief (ERB). (Required.)
A
CAP counseling completion certificate or declination statement received. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
Separation health assessment. (Required for all initial tour AGR Soldiers.)
DD Form 93. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
SGLI. (Required for all AGR Soldiers.)
A
SK screenshot (DRF) or assignment preference screenshot (79R).
Rebuttal statement if submitted separately.
A
ssignment limitation considerations (permanent profiles, exceptional family member documentation).
RANK:
4-digit SSN:
PMOS:
NAME:
(check all that apply)
(check all that apply)
(check all that apply)
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